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Our own hero!
In times like these, we thought that first of all we should pay
tribute to those heroes in our society, the staff of the NHS…

…and that’s our very own hero, Lillian, under there somewhere!
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Secretary’s Letter
Dear Friends,
How fast thing can change. How quickly all the things
we take for granted can suddenly disappear from our lives. In
last month’s letter I was talking about the severe flooding that
had been happening and the beginning of lent and what had
we thought about “giving up”.
Never would I have believed in such a short time we would all
have to give up so much. It was with a very heavy heart and
with a tear in my eye that I pinned up the notices in the Church
notice boards to say that we were closed and there would be
no more services for the foreseeable future.
How wrong I was. The building may be closed but the life and
service of Park continues as never before.
I think within hours we had had some online conversations and
we soon had a WhatsApp group set up and more and more
people were joining. (now over 40 people, if you have a smart
phone and want to be on it please contact me). Then
Rebecca Bullard offered to set up a YouTube channel where
we
could
share
online
prayers
and
talks.
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCc-S942bCTqsYAl9s67fZdA .
Please take a look, please feel free to contribute. Pass and
items to Rebecca, Rod or myself.
Something called Zoom was mentioned. I’d never heard of it. It
turned out it was a software package that was easy to
download and use (and free) that would allow you to hold
online meetings. So two or three of us gave it a go.
We liked it and thought it would be worth actually trying to do
the Mother’s day service on Sunday 15th using zoom. It was
lovely at 10:30 on Sunday to see people signing in to zoom,
more and more faces coming up on my screen.
Since then we have continued with our Sunday morning
service online, with Rev. David Downing, minister for
Maidenhead and Marlow and our interim moderator, join us
last Sunday.
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We have also been joining together for Ignite services and
Wednesday Morning Prayers. Please go to our website for more
details.
I do appreciate that these activities only reach our online
community and there are many others that are not able to join
in with these activities. The Elders and I are obviously
concerned and we are trying to keep in contact with people
by phone, cards and letters and I know that many of you are
also reaching out at this time.
The response of the whole country has been quite amazing the
dedication of the NHS staff is outstanding and they all the
deserve the praise that they have been getting. The response
by to Govt. for 250,000 volunteers and they got over 1,000,000
in three days. The dedication and long hours made by all the
delivery drivers and lorry drivers, all the supermarket staff. It is
unbelievable who united the country is.
They thought the spirit of unity and working together had been
broken down by the divisions of Brexit. What divisions!
As I was standing outside last night applauding all those
wonderful staff working so hard. I also had a thought for all
those unspoken ones who are continuing to work to provide us
with other essential of life as we now know it.
Those who work to ensure we have on-going supplies of
electricity, Gas etc. Those providing and supporting our
communications
companies, BT, network
companies,
telephone companies, even our postmen who are still out
there delivering.
I think many of you are aware by now that the process of find a
new Minister has been complicated by this quite
unprecedented situation. We had been hoping to organise a
Minister to come to us and Preach with a view, however this
has had to be postponed until further notice.
Let’s hope and pray for the situation. I know you will all find this
as frustrating as me.
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Our fellowship at Park continues to thrive even though we
aren’t able to meet together. The outpouring of love and
affection that has reached out over the last two weeks is
fantastic.
So much of what has sustained us over this time is the common
faith that we share in one God, one Saviour, In Jesus Christ. Our
love for Jesus and our faith in him will see us through these
difficult times.
Take hope in joining with others where you can either online,
on the phone or in prayer.
My prayers continue to be for all of you, all your loved ones
and your families.
Till we meet again.
God bless you all.
Roger.
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Church Family News
We pray at this time for everyone who is affected in any way
by the coronavirus outbreak, remembering particularly those in
our own congregation who are elderly or vulnerable.
As isolation and social distancing continue, we ask that God
may bring strength and comfort to those who are anxious, and
that the light and love of God’s healing power may dawn on
the darkness that can seem so overwhelming.
On a happier note, we send our love and congratulations to
Pam Booth, who celebrated a special birthday on March 14th.
We continue to pray for Charlotte and Tom Blackburn following
the birth of their daughter Lillian Eve on Thursday February 20th.
It was lovely to see baby Lillian on our Sunday Zoom screens.
We send our love and congratulations to Linda Adkins, who
celebrated her 95th
birthday on March
28th, and we ask
that
God
may
grant
Linda
His
blessing and His
peace at this time.
Congratulations
also go to Steph
and Matt Barkley,
who
moved
to
Shropshire a couple
of years ago.
Steph has given
birth to a baby boy,
Samuel Ethan, a
brother for Theo.
We send our love to
all the family and
ask
for
God’s
blessing on them.
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We congratulate Ty Enang, who was judged to have given a
Highly Commended performance on 15th March in the final of
the Berkshire Maestros Young Musician Competition.
Congratulations too, to Robert Knox, who has a new job with
Medisec Ambulance Service.
Our thoughts are with Zie and Enala Bhebhe and their family, as
they come to terms with the postponement of Lorraine’s
wedding to Charlie Palmer, which was due to take place on
April 18th. We pray that out of their disappointment may come
excitement and anticipation as they look ahead to the day of
celebration that they have been planning for.
We pray for those who mourn, remembering George and Lillian
Oguna and their family, following the recent death of
George’s father; and also Tony Wilson and his wife Anne,
following the death of Anne’s father. We also remember the
family of one of our Guides, Audrey, whose father died
recently.
We pray for all who are affected by ill-health, recovering from
or receiving treatment, including Sylvia Wise, who had a knee
operation on Friday March 13th. Sylvia is now home, being
looked after by her daughter, and although in some pain, is
doing well.
We continue to remember Jane and Mark Bennett and to pray
for Andrea Dewing, Dave and Jenny Jones, Hilary Campbell,
and Thelma Butler.
Lord, in your mercy ……. Hear our Prayer
Carrie
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What we did today…

...Frances & Joseph we've dressed up as
tigers!

Rod - I've been
chopping up
firewood (thanks
Julia & Ruth!)…
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...Tony - I’ve been working on an
on-going guitar restoration
project!

Abby K - I’ve been
bread-making!...
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Abby K …and I
devised new ways to
annoy my Mother!

Rebecca &
family - today’s
self isolation
involved a
bonfire and
marshmallows.
Delicious!...
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…Karen - I've
finished my
cushion cover
today.

Abby J - what I'm
doing in the lock
down: crocheting
bunnies!...
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…Tony – made
a start on my
new workshop,
not much
progress at the
moment.
Instructions
significantly
worse than Ikea!

…but by
lunchtime!
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…Carrie - hats
knitted so far!

Rod - ok so it's not quite in
Tony's league - but this is
my construction project of
the day, a 100% upcycled shoe rack…
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…Tim &
Joseph gardening
together.

…Rowan, Bethany & Cameron - in the garden when they went out for a
break from work this morning and did circuits
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…Becky & Issy - helping
granddad to make a
wildlife garden.
Oh, there’s also a ‘selfie’
with fudge the rabbit
and ginger the guinea
pig.
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…Isaac & Timothy enjoying lunch in
the garden.

…Isaac & Timothy - been raring to go every morning doing
the Joe Wicks PE lesson on YouTube!.
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…and Isaac has learnt how to iron a shirt!.
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Issy made some decorations
to hang on our blossom tree
in the front garden…
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Seen on my walk today…

…Sally - spotted this
on my dog walk.

Julia - Picture taken on my
walk yesterday around the
University - I think there are
4 eggs now! …
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…Rod - my walk today sunshine, spring blossom,
birdsong ...and peace, perfect
peace.

Anya…we
saw this nicely
camouflaged
family :) God
is good.
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…Alan - Lord, Thank
you for the blessing of
this peacock butterfly
in the garden.
yesterday

Abby K –
a view
from
Hurst…
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…Julia - here are some
photos I took today while
walking around the
University, including the
Harris Garden.
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Sarah - Signs of spring seen on my walk..... the
beautiful blossom tree outside church
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…Julia - I walked past
Lakeside on my daily
walk and saw this
made by the residents
and the notice to
explain.
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…Helen someone has
made and hung
these little hearts
all round the
village. Certainly
made me smile on
my walk this
afternoon.

…Rowan,
Bethany &
Cameron
out on a
walk.
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…Becky & Issy - Issy has been her usual studious self since we started this
adventure of ‘home schooling.’ Yet today (after her morning maths and
English tasks) we downed tools and gave ourselves a break from school
books.
We went for a 2 mile walk, taking in beautiful south lake in the
springtime. Issy did some very impressive photography and came home
and drew a couple of her pictures.
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…Anya - I love seeing new
leaves growing and
unfurling from the little
buds on trees
And I took the photo of the
little downy feather
because we saw quite a
few on our walk and also
saw a cygnet almost fully
transformed into an adult
and it just made me think
of young birds shedding
their young feathers and
transforming into their new
adult feathers (or look) is a
little like the transformation
of Jesus over Easter into his
heavenly body from his
earthly body..
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Alan’s Thoughts for these Challenging Times
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Julia - my favourite Bible verse: 2 Corinthians 12:9 "My grace is
all you need, for my power is greatest when you are weak."
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the Elder’s Prayer
When the news is full of an unseen danger moving round us,
when our lives are disrupted as never before,
when we see the worry in the eyes of those we love,
that’s when we call out to you Lord.
When the shelves in the shops are empty and our cupboards
are too,
when the prices go up and the markets go down,
when the pay checks stop but the bills keep coming,
that’s when we call out to you Lord.
When crossings out cover our calendars,
when we wonder when we will next meet and laugh with
friends,
when the news gets overwhelmingly, relentlessly worse,
that’s when we call out to you Lord.
Lord, we may have been knocked down but we are now
standing up, together, united, strong.
Help us to fight back with a ceaseless flow of positive activity…
Be with us in our virtual worshipping, our gardening, our freezer
sorting, our jigsaw puzzling, our wood chopping, our
marshmallow munching, our card making, our cat hugging, our
lego building, our bread making, our clothes sorting, our pizza
making, our park walking…
and guide us to the shelf full of Your love,
a shelf that is never, ever, empty.
Amen
Rod
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